The sliding mode observer (SMO)-based approach known for its robustness towards parameter variation (external disturbance) has been used for the sensorless motor drive system. Delay compensation is commonly added to overcome the phased delay resulted from the introduction of the low-pass filter for chattering suppression. In this paper, a new extended sliding mode disturbance observer (ESMDO)-based sensorless control of interior permanent magnet synchronous motor for the medium and high-speed range is presented. The effect of parameter variation and coordinate transformation is considered as a lumped disturbance, and ESMDO is designed to compensate for the imminent impact of such scenarios. A Lyapunov stability theory is adopted to guarantee the stability of the proposed ESMDO-based sensorless control method. The ESMDO has an inbuilt low-pass filter and does not introduce a phased delay. A very large load change/reference speed variation may result in system instability or require higher controller gains that lead to system chattering. Hence, a PI-based compensation is incorporated to achieve a smooth and robust sensorless control algorithm considering the d-axis disturbance. Finally, extensive simulation and hardwarein-the-loop (HIL) test using the TMS320F28335 control unit in a real-time environment are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed sensorless control method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Squirrel-cage asynchronous machines are the most widely used traction motors for railway applications. However, the demand for high power, low environmental pollution, and volume reduction enforce the development of new traction motors. Interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) happened to be a solution to this problem due to its high power to weight ratio, low generated noise, low maintenance, low torque ripple, and the possibility of an enclosed system (less heat generation) [1] - [4] . Consequently, IPMSM is increasingly popular in urban rail transit.
Using position and speed sensors in motor control theory, though effective, causes performance degradation and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gaolin Wang. imposes extra cost [5] . Besides, sensors are not durable, and a faulty read on the sensor will lead to a total loss of motor control [3] . It is demanded that the control system must be stable and robust irrespective of such scenarios. To this end, a sensorless approach has been given due attention both in the academia and the industry. The two majorly applied sensorless control methods of IPMSM are the model-based and high-frequency signal injection methods. The model-based approach is suitable for the medium and high-speed application, while the high-frequency signal injection method is useful for the low-speed range [6] . The model-based sensorless control strategy usually depends on the estimation of the back electromotive force (EMF) [5] - [17] . Unlike surface-mounted PMSM, the extended back EMF of IPMSM depends on both rotor speed and state current [5] . Such an effect is a problem in a high load system, for example, in the traction application.
Consequently, developing a robust sensorless control strategy is an open research dimension.
Sliding mode (SM)-based control is a robust control algorithm towards the external load and parameter variation. Hence, sliding mode observer (SMO)-based sensorless control has been reported for the induction motor [18] - [20] , linear induction motor [21] , [22] , and permanent magnet linear synchronous motors [23] , [24] . Similarly, a super-twisted SMO (STA-SMO) [8] , [10] and [16] , SMO with sigmoid function [13] , an adaptive notch filter-based SMO [24] , adaptive linear neural (ADALINE) network-based SMO [7] , and adaptive line enhancer (ALE)-based SMO [14] has been used for IPMSM. A model referenced adaptive system (MRAS)based sensorless control [26] , a feedforward control with MRAS-based parameter estimation [27] , a linear back EMF observer combined with a hijacker algorithm [9] , and a linear moving horizon with luenberger observer state feedback [28] has been applied for sensorless control of IPMSM for different applications. A flux-based model for sensorless control of IPMSM has been reported in [29] - [32] , where the low-speed application is achieved. An adaptive nonlinear observer for speed estimation has been reported in [33] . A linearized model of IPMSM has been used to assure system stability and speed adaptation. The author provides the advantage of using nonlinear adaptive observers for sensorless applications. However, linearization only assures the stability of a given system around a specific operating point. A nonlinear approach of gradient descent flux observer with initial rotor position identification is presented in [34] .
A disturbance observer-based sensorless control of IPMSM considering the back EMF as an external disturbance is shown in [12] , where a zero rate of change of back EMF is assumed. A linear state observer with a zero rate of change of back EMF usually limits the dynamic performance of the system [15] . An unknown input observer-based sensorless control of IPMSM by manipulating the IPMSM mathematical model to resemble as a surface-mounted PMSM is presented in [35] . A similar model to [35] has been used in [36] to estimate the stator flux. A complex disturbance observer is applied for stator flux estimation. This paper presents a simple disturbance observer-based sensorless control of IPMSM using an extended sliding mode disturbance observer (ESMDO). It combines the advantage of extended disturbance observer, and sliding mode towards parameter variation/external load change. The ESMDO is used to estimate the disturbance resulted from parameter variation, frame transformation, and unmodelled dynamics instead of the back EMF as in the conventional SMO-based approach. The approach has been reported in [37] for PMSM parameter identification, where the authors extended the work of [38] . In [38] , ESMDO is designed to enhance the performance of the speed controller for IPMSM. The comparative analysis of conventional sliding mode control (SMC) and SMC-ESMDO shows that the latter has a better disturbance rejection quality. Motivated by [37] and [38] , in this paper, the ESMDO is extended for current estimation. The effect of parameter variation and frame transformation is considered as a lumped disturbance, and the ESMDO is designed for the sensorless application. Observer stability is guaranteed by using the Lyapunov stability theory. It has been demonstrated that the proposed speed sensorless control method behaves as a low pass filter at the sliding surface, and can effectively suppress the high-frequency disturbances. A sudden change in load and reference speed may result in system instability. Increasing the sliding mode gain usually improves the system stability at the cost of chattering. Consequently, a PI-based feedforward speed compensation algorithm is designed considering the d-axis disturbance. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated using extensive simulation and hardware-in-theloop (HIL) test.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the machine model and the ESMDO. The design procedure of the ESMDO and its implementation for IPMSM current estimation are introduced. The stability analysis of the ESMDO is explained in section III. The stability requirement and controller gain selection procedure is provided. The characteristic of ESMDO at the sliding surface is given, and the necessary condition for stability is presented. The need for a PI feedforward compensation algorithm and design procedure is explained in section IV. Simulation-based validation of the proposed method is explained in section V while section VI explains the HIL test considering different operational conditions. A comparative analysis with the conventional SMO-based sensorless control is given. The final section provides the concluding remark of this paper.
II. IPMSM MACHINE MODEL AND THE ESMDO
IPMSM can be represented in the different mathematical models depending on the reference frames selected or the approach used for sensorless implementation. In this paper, a rotating frame representation is applied. IPMSM in rotating reference frame is represented as [39] , [40] :
where λ dq is the dq-axis flux, I dq is the dq-axis current, v dq is the dq-axis voltage, R s is the motor resistance, and ω is electrical speed. The dq-axis flux is defined as follows:
L d is d-axis inductance, L q is q-axis inductance, and φ m is permanent magnet flux.
To implement the ESMDO-based approach, it is necessary that the following assumption holds.
Assumption I
• Frame transformation and parameter variation introduces an error
• The rate of change of the contributed error is bounded The coordinate transformation is formulated as:
where θ r is the actual electrical position and θ e is the position error. The relationship between the approximated and actual frame can be simplified using a reasonable assumption of relatively small angle error (θ e ). Hence, the approximated relationship between the estimated and the actual frame is:
This can be propagated to the machine model, and the extracomponent can be considered as an error or a lumped disturbance. The machine model in the approximated rotating frame is then formulated as:
where δ shows a variation due to transformation, T dq is a disturbance resulted from parameter variation and unmodelled dynamics. When the error is compensated properly, then the actual current tracking is possible.
A. THE ESMDO DESIGN APPROACH
This section introduces a step-by-step design procedure for the ESMDO. Suppose the system is defined as:
where x is the state variable and f(x), g(x) and h(x) is a function of the state variable with known parameters, d is a disturbance due to unmodelled dynamics, parameter variation, and external disturbance, and y is an output of the system. Designing a controller without considering the unknown external disturbance will degrade the controller performance and may lead to system instability. However, the disturbance rejection quality of the controller can be improved by integrating the controller with a specific disturbance estimation algorithm. Various disturbance estimation methods have been reported in the literature for different applications, including motor drive systems [41] . In this regard, ESMDO is designed for external disturbance estimation to improve SMC-based speed control of the IPMSM in [37] . A better disturbance rejection quality is achieved using the SMC-ESMDO approach in comparison to the conventional SMC speed controller.
The ESMDO design procedure starts with the estimation of the state variables as follows:
whered is the estimated disturbance, g is the sliding mode gain, u smo is the switching signal designed as:
The state estimation error is the difference between (6) and (7) .ẋ
Taking the state estimation error as a sliding surface, and s 2 as a Lyapunov function, the stability of the state observer is guaranteed by designing u smo properly [37] .
If the switching signal gain is designed in accordance to the Lyapunov stability requirement, then the sliding surface is reachable. At the sliding where, s = 0,ṡ = 0, an equivalent control method can be applied.
where C is a constant and D is the maximum rate of change of disturbance. The convergence of the disturbance estimation error highly depends on the parameter g and must be a positive value.
The chattering suppression quality of ESMDO can be understood by considering a certain chattering level Z 0 .
The transfer function relating the disturbance estimation error to the rate of disturbance and the introduced chattering level is then:
As per (13) , the transfer function F(s) is a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency fc = g, and can effectively suppress the high-frequency component. Hence, the ESMDO acquires a good disturbance estimation and chattering suppression quality. Consequently, in this paper, the ESMDO is used to achieve a sensorless control of IPMSM.
B. ESMDO-BASED CURRENT ESTIMATION FOR IPMSM
ESMDO-based disturbance observer under the validation of ''Assumption I" is designed to circumvent the impact of frame transformation and parameter variation. The ESMDO for current estimation can be designed as:
Subtracting (14) form (5), the error dynamics is:
where d dq is the rate of change of the lumped disturbance r dq . Under proper selection of the observer gain, efficient current estimation is achievable. The observer gains must be selected following the stability requirement.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND SPEED ESTIMATION
The designed current observer must be stable irrespective of the operational conditions. A Lyapunov stability theory is applied to assure the stability of the proposed current observer.
By rearranging (16) , the derivative of the Lyapunov function will be: (17) Under the assumption of a higher mechanical time constant compared to the electrical one,ω r = 0, the electrical speed can be estimated as:
Direct integration of the electrical speed will give us an electrical position. However, the reachability of the sliding surface requires the appropriate selection of the sliding gains. The necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee the stability of the proposed ESMDO is to select γ dq as (18) .
At the sliding surface s d =ṡ d = 0, s q =ṡ q = 0, an equivalent control method will give us an insight into the nature of the disturbance estimation. From the very nature of ESMDO, it is understood that the disturbance estimation gain determines the convergence rate of the disturbance estimation error towards the equilibrium point.
If we have good tracking, then speed estimation error can be assumed negligible and will not be considered in disturbance estimation error analysis.
Laplace transforming (21) yields:
, e r q (s)
where f c = α dq is the cutoff frequency of an inherent low pass filter. The convergence of disturbance estimation error depends on α dq . Generally, the ESMDO-based sensorless control method highly depends on the sliding parameters, and these parameters must be selected as per the stability requirement. The use of a crispy sign function usually experiences an extreme chattering, and in this paper, a tanh function is used instead.
IV. A COMPENSATION METHOD
The disturbance and its rate are unknown in the real systems, and failure to compensate for the associated impact may result in system instability. The system stability can be assured using very large ESMDO gains that further increases the chattering level. In this regard, we can design a compensator using the induced disturbances during the current estimation. From (5) , it is understood that under the assumption of constant motor parameters and efficient position estimation, the dq-disturbances are expected to be negligible. This situation can be used to design a compensator. Both the d and q-axis disturbance has a similar characteristic and can be used for the compensator design. In this paper, a PI compensator is designed using the d-axis disturbance. A low-pass filter is added to smoothen the estimated speed that may exhibit a chattering level due to the introduction of the compensator. It must be understood that there may exist a certain level of disturbance as a speed estimation error cannot be avoided totally. The proposed compensator based sensorless control is shown in Figure 2 . Frequency-domain analysis of the compensator will give us a glimpse of understanding about the effect of d-axis disturbance on the speed and position estimation. The transfer function relating the speed and position component to the d-axis disturbance is presented in (23) and (24) .
The bode plot of the transfer functions (23) and (24) are depicted in Figure 3 . At the lower frequency range, the effect of disturbance on speed estimation is damped with a rate of −20 dB while there is no damping effect for medium frequency range, and the disturbance appears in the estimated speed. Hence, speed compensation in this range is enhanced by the designed compensator. The effect of disturbance above the low-pass filter cutoff frequency is also damped at a rate of −20 dB. The low-pass filter cutoff frequency must be selected in such a way that the operational condition is satisfied. It is identified that the low-pass filter cutoff frequency must be greater than the rated speed of the motor.
The effect of disturbance on position estimation can be easily understood from Figure 3 . At the low-frequency range, the effect of disturbance is damped at a rate of −40 dB, and a −20 dB damping rate is observed for the frequency range lower than the low-pass filter cutoff frequency. Above the low-pass filter cutoff frequency, the impact of d-axis disturbance on the electrical position is damped at a rate of −40 dB. Consequently, the effect of disturbance is damped in the operating frequency range. Hence, the designed PI compensator improves the performance of the speed estimation algorithm based on the d-axis disturbance. From the model (5), it is understood that the d-axis disturbance may be represented as a function of electrical position error under the assumption of constant motor parameters. This condition is used to design the PI speed compensator gains. The effect of the d-axis disturbance is damped properly for the position, and speed is compensated well in the operating range.
The compensator gains are selected by considering constant motor parameters, from (5), the d-axis disturbance may be represented as a function of position error.
The closed-loop transfer function can be drawn by using this assumption. Hence, the closed-loop representation of the proposed approach is then depicted in Figure 4 .
The closed-loop transfer function is then obtained as:
The stability of the closed-loop system depends on the location of the roots of the characteristic equation. Routh's-Hurwitz stability criterion can be used to ensure closed-loop stability. Hence, k p k ω ≥ k i and all k s must be greater than zero to ensure the stability of the closed-loop system. It is identified that the value of k w should be greater than the rated speed of the motor to ensure the smooth operation of the proposed method.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
The performance of the proposed speed sensorless control method is validated using an extensive simulation considering different operational conditions. The motor parameters are shown in Table 1 . A PI controller with ant-winding nature is applied for both speed and current control.
The model-based approaches are efficient in medium to high-speed operating ranges. Consequently, the performance of the proposed sensorless control is tested in this range. The reference currents are obtained from a maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) principle.
The overall speed sensorless control scheme is shown in Figure 5 . The simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 .
A. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE FOR A STEP SPEED AND A CONSTANT LOAD
The mechanical reference speed is varied from 50 rad/sec to 200 rad/sec with a step of 50 rad/sec under a constant load of 800 Nm. The simulation result for such an operating condition is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . Figure 6 constitutes the reference, actual, and the estimated speed. Figure 7 shows the electrical position that includes the actual position, estimated position, and the estimation error. From the simulation result, it is understood that the proposed control method has a good speed estimation performance. Similarly, Figure 7 prevails that the position estimation error is very small, where the proposed control method is robust towards a step-change in mechanical speed. A further controller improvement can be achieved through a reasonable tuning of the PI controller gains or by introducing a more robust nonlinear control method.
B. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE UNDER LOAD CHANGE
The controller designed for railway applications must be robust towards an inevitable external load variation. Consequently, the proposed speed sensorless control method is evaluated considering an operational condition of Table 3 .
The dynamic performance of the proposed sensorless control method under such an operational condition is shown in Figure 8 . It can be understood that the method achieves a good speed estimation accuracy and control stability under external load variation. Similarly, the electrical position is shown in Figure 9 . Some position error transient is experienced during an external load change. However, the estimation error converges to zero in the steady-state, and the error is very small.
In general, the proposed speed sensorless control method is robust towards external load variation. 
C. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE FOR RAMP SPEED CHANGE UNDER A CONSTANT LOAD
In the metro system, the train passes through acceleration, deceleration, coasting, and uniform motion. Hence, the proposed sensorless control method must be evaluated for such operational dynamics. The detailed operational condition is as per Table 4 .
The speed estimation is shown in Figure 10 . The result prevails that the proposed speed sensorless control method achieves a good speed estimation quality. Figure 11 shows the electrical position and estimation error, which is very small. Hence, the proposed ESMDO-based sensorless control is robust and efficient during acceleration/deceleration. 
D. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE UNDER PARAMETER VARIATION
The performance of the proposed sensorless control method is tested for permanent magnet flux variation at 10% of the rated speed. The applied load torque is 800 Nm. The simulation result is depicted in Figure 12 . Although the parameter variation causes a certain speed transient, the proposed speed sensorless control method has a good speed estimation quality. The lowest effective speed subjected to parameter variation is 10% of the rated speed. However, an improvement of the lowest effective speed is possible by reasonably tuning the controller parameters.
VI. THE HIL TEST
The proposed speed sensorless control method is further validated by the HIL test using the TMS320F28335 control unit in the OP5600 real-time simulation environment. A delay compensation presented in [42] is adopted. Sampling time of 70e-6 sec and a switching frequency of 1.5 kHz is used. Figure 13 shows the overall HIL test configuration. A similar operational condition to that of the simulation is used.
A HIL test result for step reference speed change under a constant load of 800 Nm is shown in Figure 14 . The reference mechanical speed is varied from 50 rad/sec to 200 rad/sec with a step of 50 rad/sec. It can be seen that the proposed speed sensorless control method exhibits a good speed estimation quality. The result is coherent with the simulation result depicted in Figure 6 .
The proposed sensorless approach must be robust towards external load variation, which is common in the metro system. In this regard, the HIL test is performed under the operating condition stated in Table 3 . The result is captured in Figure 15 . The speed estimation error is very small, and the effect of external load variation on speed estimation is not observed. The electrical position estimation is shown in Figure 16 . The effect of external load variation on position estimation is negligible as the position error due to the external load change is very small. The proposed speed sensorless control method is robust towards external load variation. The experimental result is coherent with the simulation result sown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . Hence, disturbance rejection quality of the proposed ESMDO is verified.
Similarly, the HIL test of ramp speed change under a constant load of 800 Nm is conducted, and the result is shown in Figure 17 . From the result, it is understood that the proposed speed sensorless control method properly estimates the actual speed of the motor. The estimation error is very small, which leads to stable motor operation. The experimental result is coherent with the simulation result depicted in Figure 10 . Hence, the proposed ESMDO-based sensorless control of IPMSM is efficient towards a ramp reference speed.
Motor parameter variation is common in the real application, and the proposed speed sensorless control is tested for a permanent magnet flux change. The system operates at a mechanical speed of 20 rad/s and 800 Nm external load. The lowest allowable speed with the mentioned controller parameter is 10% of the rated speed. The permanent magnet flux is varied from φ m to 1.3 φ m to 1.6 φ m and back to 1.3 φ m to φ m . The HIL test result is depicted in Figure 18 . From the result, it can be observed that the speed estimation error is very small, and the stability of the system is not disturbed due to a step-change in the permanent magnet flux. Hence, a stable operation is guaranteed even under permanent magnet flux change.
In general, the robustness of the proposed speed sensorless control method towards external load variation, speed reference change, and motor parameter variation is validated using simulation and HIL tests. The proposed speed sensorless approach achieves an efficient sensorless control of IPMSM as low as 10% of the rated speed subjected to motor parameter variation.
A comparative study of the proposed speed sensorless control method with other sensorless control methods will allow us to understand the performance improvement of the proposed method. In this regard, a comparative analysis with the conventional SMO-based sensorless control method is conducted.
The speed estimation performance of the SMO-based sensorless method at a speed of 200 rad/sec and external load variation of Table 3 is shown in Figure 19 . It can be observed that the SMO-based speed sensorless control method effectively captures the reference speed under external load variation. The load change resulted in a speed estimation transient, whereas the proposed method doesn't have a speed estimation error transient (Figure 15 ). Similarly, the position and estimation error of SMO is shown in Figure 20 . In comparison to the ESMDO-based result shown in Figure 16 , the position estimation error is higher, and transient error is observed during an external load change. Such conditions may result in low sensorless control performance.
The performance comparison prevails that the conventional SMO-based sensorless control method has a higher speed estimation and position error during load change that may affect controller stability and robustness. The proposed speed sensorless control method, on the other hand, provides a better speed estimation accuracy and disturbance rejection quality.
In general, the proposed speed sensorless control method can be considered as a sensorless control solution for the metro application that requires a low switching frequency.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a nonlinear speed adaptation mechanism using an extending sliding mode disturbance observer (ESMDO) is presented. The system formulation considers frame transformation effect and parameter variation as a lumped disturbance. The lumped disturbances are then estimated by using the ESMDO. A step-by-step machine modeling for ESMDO implementation and ESMDO design procedure is presented.
The stability of the proposed speed sensorless control method is guaranteed using a Lyapunov stability theory. A PI compensator is introduced to ensure smooth reference tracking for different operating conditions. The proposed method has an internal low pass filter that improves its chattering elimination quality compared to the conventional SMO-based sensorless control method.
The proposed speed sensorless control method is validated using extensive simulation and a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test with the TMS320F28335 control unit in the real-time environment. The result confirms the theoretical analysis.
The metro system requires a low switching frequency and the switching frequency of the proposed sensorless control is not too high. Consequently, the proposed sensorless control method can be considered as a solution for the metro application for the medium and high-speed range.
